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Your Time
Has Come
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Why Now?
Because you are ready….
… to sit back and relax while a hot water massage
releases tension from your muscles.
… to enjoy some fresh air and a little more time
outside.
… to catch up with the people closest to you, free from
the distractions of a typical day.
While the demands of daily life can feel relentless at
times, you know it is important to stop and take some
time for yourself once in a while.
Now, it is your time.

Why Hot Spot?
A Hot Spot® spa is the perfect blend of affordability and quality. It
is built by the makers of Hot Spring® spas, the world’s number-oneselling hot tub brand and the industry leader for nearly four decades.
Hot Spot spas are designed to provide you with the same excellent customer
experience that Hot Spring is known for – at a value price.

By choosing Hot Spot, you get a reliable, quality spa with special features
that you will enjoy for years to come. We understand what you need in a hot
tub, because we are passionate hot tubbers ourselves. We know firsthand

From the makers of

how spending time in a spa every day can rejuvenate your mind, body, and
soul. Craftsmanship and long-term reliability, paired with daily enjoyment at a
great price. That is the definition of value. That is Hot Spot Spas.

Average Hot Spot spa rating 4.4 out of 5. Learn more at HotSpring.co.uk/reviews
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The Hydromassage Experience
Spa shoppers are searching for ways to reduce stress in their lives and soothe tired, sore
muscles. What they find is not just physical relief, but mental reprieve as well – a way
to slow down. They feel relaxed and unburdened in the warm water – free to reflect
privately on the things that matter most, or enjoy meaningful togetherness with those
closest to them.

How does all this magic happen? The spa’s blend of hot water and massage creates
a hydrotherapy experience that raises body temperature and increases circulation.
Many dedicated hot tub users say the massage helps relax muscles and reduce stress,
while the warm water increases flexibility and relieves pressure on joints.

Hot Spot Gets Right to the Point
To create the optimum spa experience, Hot Spot® spas offer just the right number of jets, configured to relieve the
tension in your back, neck, shoulders, calves, and feet and leave you feeling relaxed and refreshed.

The small directional Precision™ jets pinpoint specific muscles to provide
relief precisely where you need it, while bigger jets offer a broad
massage great for larger muscles. You can adjust the strength
of these jets to create a truly customised massage.
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Get More
Out of
Getting In
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Water Care
Made Easy
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When it comes to water care we offer a variety of solutions to fit your needs.
Each system is designed to work with our easy-to-clean filter and low-speed
filter cycles to keep your water crystal clear and always ready.

In-Line Sanitising System

Traditional Chlorine
For those who prefer a more traditional water care approach, we offer a
complete line of FreshWater products, such as concentrated Chlorinating
Granules, MPS Oxidiser, pH Up, pH Down and 5-Way Test Strips for a complete
maintenance program designed especially for use in your Hot Spot spa.

The FROG™ system* is bromine-based and is formulated to work effectively in
warm water. The system is integrated into the shell of the spa where it works
continuously.

Water Care Enhancements
Whatever water care option you choose, these two innovations will enhance
the quality and feel of your spa water:

Rather than measuring out chemicals, you simply replace the cartridge that
lasts for weeks or months. The cartridge has a dial that you adjust depending
on how often you use your spa. Bromine is easier on the skin and the FROG
system requires fewer chemicals, making it easy to use your spa as often as
you want. Combine the FROG cartridges with the optional FreshWater® III

The Vanishing Act™ Calcium Remover is designed for customers with
hard water since it removes calcium particles from spa water, for a softer
and silkier feel. This also helps protect hot tub components from hard-water
damage.

ozone system for the most effective water care on Hot Spot® spas.
The Clean Screen™ Pre-Filter removes organic contaminants, metals, and

FreshWater High-Output Ozone

tannins from your fill water in areas known to have high metal or mineral

For brilliantly clear, odour-free spa water with minimal chlorine, this

content.

®

easy system is ideal. The FreshWater III corona discharge ozone system
neutralises contaminants on contact by continuously injecting millions
of tiny, concentrated ozone bubbles into the water. Combine this with our
FreshWaterAg+™ continuous silver ion purifier** to inhibit bacteria growth, and
add a dose of FreshWater MPS chlorine-free oxidiser after each use. These
simple steps are all it takes to enjoy safely sanitised spa water with less need
for chemicals.

* This system is approved for use in the following countries: Austria, Denmark, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, UK.
** Only available in select countries.
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It Starts Inside

Many spa shoppers think that choosing a hot
tub with great features at a value price means
sacrificing energy efficiency. With Hot Spot

All Hot Spot spas use FiberCor® insulation which fills the

®

cabinet completely for high energy efficiency. Loose, wool-

you can have it all. Enjoy a fully featured

like FiberCor fibres fill the spa cabinet to fully insulate the

Hot Spot spa and still take advantage of low

spa. FiberCor is applied at a 32 kg/m3 density level, four

operating costs that add up to savings, month

times more dense than the typical 8 kg/m3 foam used

after month.

by most brands. It is also recyclable and environmentally
responsible.

Wavemaster Jet Pumps
Powerful and reliable, the Wavemaster™ jet pump provides optimum hydromassage and costefficient operation.

No-Fault Heater
Our proven, high-quality No-Fault™ heater is designed to maximise heat transfer, keeping the water
temperature high and your electric bill low. With a consistent water temperature, you can enjoy
a relaxing soak anytime. The heater is backed by our exclusive No-Fault warranty, which has no
exclusions, even for water chemistry.

Topping It Off
Our insulating cover features a dense foam core with a high insulating R-factor, and it is designed
specifically for your Hot Spot spa to ensure a tight, custom fit. Plus, an energy-saving hinge seal
prevents heat from escaping through the centre of the spa cover.

All Hot Spot spas are certified to APSP-14, the American efficiency guideline for hot tubs, as well as
to the stringent guidelines set by the California Energy Commission (CEC), the highest American
standard.
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Saving Energy
Means Energy
Savings
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To Truly Relax,
Choose a
Company You
Can Trust
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Getting peace of mind from a spa requires more than hot water and a good long soak. You also
need assurance that the spa you have purchased is backed by a company known for quality
and performance.

Because Hot Spot® spas are designed and built by the maker of Hot Spring® spas, the world’s
number-one selling hot tub brand, you can expect the very best in reliability and customer
satisfaction.

With more than 850 Hot Spring dealer locations worldwide, you can count on an
experienced, professional Hot Spring retailer for local service and support. They
are committed to providing you with an excellent experience before, during,
and long after the sale. Plus, every Hot Spot spa is backed by our industryleading warranty.

For you, this all translates to a worry-free experience, so you can focus
on enjoying the benefits of your Hot Spot spa. That is what we call The
Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience™.

Do not take our word for it! Read what Hot Spot owners
have to say here.
“The tub is beautiful; well built, and easy to manage. Customer
Service before, during and after the process has been outstanding.
I love my hot tub and consider it to be one of the smarter decisions I
have made in a very long time.” — Relay™ Owner
“Our local dealer was great and knowledgeable. They helped us pick the right spa
for our needs and budget. This spa is great for relaxation, socialising and therapeutic
for aching muscles.” — Stride™ Owner
“One of the best investments we have made in quite some time. For any couple looking to spend some quality time together we highly
recommend the TX model.” — TX Owner
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How you accessorise your spa is entirely up to you. But you will get more out

Cover Lifters

of your spa when you use what we call, Necessories™, which are specifically

A cover lifter proves its worth every time you use your spa by making it quick

designed for your Hot Spot® spa. Do not compromise your investment or your

and easy to uncover the spa and start soaking. Our patented designs help

warranty - insist on genuine Hot Spring® Necessories.

reduce wear on your cover and extend its life. We offer four options, one to
suit every spa and space requirement.

Wireless Music Systems
The Tempo™, Relay™ and Propel™ models
are

available

with

CoverCradle™

integrated

Dual pneumatic gas springs in our top-of-the-line lifter make cover removal

speakers so you can add music

a breeze. It features a low-profile design and an ultra-smooth gliding

to your spa experience. Our

mechanism. Requires minimum 61 cm clearance.

wireless sound system with
Bluetooth® technology allows
you to stream music live or
from your playlist through
your Bluetooth enabled device.

CoverCradle II
Similar to the CoverCradle, this lifter uses
a single pneumatic gas spring for smooth
operation. Requires minimum 61 cm
clearance.

High-Definition Hot Tubbing
Entertainment makes a big splash with an optional 55 cm high-definition

UpRite™

display. HDMI and USB connectors accommodate a variety of streaming and

This system lifts the cover up over the spa

cable devices. This monitor pairs with the optional wireless entertainment

bar top and is ideal for limited clearance

system.

applications such as decks and gazebos.
Requires minimum 18 cm clearance.

Lift ‘n Glide™
This economical cover lifter makes it easy
to lift and remove your cover. Requires
minimum 36 cm clearance.
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Necessories:
You Define It

Steps
Easily enter and exit with a step designed
for your Hot Spot spa.

Everwood™ Step

Polymer Step

A sturdy, low-maintenance step made from the same rigid polymers as the

Economical, durable, and lightweight. Available in Coastal Grey, Espresso,

Hot Spot cabinet. Available in Coastal Grey, Espresso, and Teak.

and Teak.

Looking for more? Other Hot Spot Necessories include our Spa Side Umbrella, Towel Tree, Hand Rail, and more.
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Tempo™
Our Tempo™, Relay™, Propel™ and Stride™ models are designed with a full complement
of features and enough space to accommodate three to six adults. These beautiful
and comfortable spas are built to enhance your experience with ergonomic seating,
cushioned pillows, attractive jet recesses, sculpted footwells and up to 45 jets to provide
a satisfying massage.

Relay™
6 adults
226 x 226 x 99 cm
45 jets

Points of Light
Create nearly any mood with 10 multi-coloured LED
points of light in six colours. Four lights brighten
the footwell while six others above the waterline
reflect off the surface and sparkle as the water
moves. Display a single colour or a revolving

Propel™

display. A three-step dimmer controls the light

6 adults
213 x 213 x 93.5 cm
35 jets

intensity.

Soothing Sounds
The Hot Spot® waterfall feature is both attractive and
soothing. As you relax, you are treated to the meditative sound of

Stride™

gentle, cascading water.

5 adults
208 x 208 x 84 cm
23 jets

3 adults
213 x 165 x 76 cm
18 jets
Light your hot tub with a single colour or a revolving display.
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Not everyone needs a spa with 40 jets, two jet pumps, and space for six or seven adults. Just
because you have a smaller family or less space does not mean you can not experience all

SX

the therapeutic benefits of a Hot Spot spa. Our three-person SX and two-person TX spas fit the
space you have and provide the spa experience you are looking for..

Exclusive Moto-Massage Jet
Beyond the powerful WaveMaster™ jet pump, No-Fault™ heater, and energy-efficient FiberCor®
insulation, the SX and TX models come with the patented Hot Spring® Moto-Massage™
moving jet. This exclusive, revolutionary jet produces a warm stream of water that sweeps up

3 adults

and down the length of your back for an unparalleled hydromassage experience.

183 x 183 x 84 cm
17 jets

The Right Size for the Right Space
Our TX spa was the first of its kind in the industry. With its slim profile and unique triangular
shape, the TX fits through standard doorways, goes up and down stairs, and navigates around

TX

corners. Compact enough for a second-floor deck, yet roomy
enough for you to stretch out and relax, the SX and TX models
are ideal choices for a first hot tub, small families, empty
nesters, flat owners, and more.

Optional Dedicated Circulation
Pump
For maximum energy efficiency, quieter operation,
and continuous filtration, the optional SilentFlo 5000™
circulation pump can be added to the SX and TX models.

2 adults
174 x 174 x 74 cm
10 jets
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Six models.
One Great Brand.
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Tempo™
Seating Capacity

6 adults

Dimensions

226 x 226 x 99 cm

Water Capacity

1,575 litres

Weight

415 kg dry; 2,470 kg filled*

Spa Shell

Acrylic

Lighting

10 multi-colour LED points of light, dimmable

Jets - 45
all with stainless steel trim

6 Directional Hydromassage jets
4 Rotary Hydromassage jets
35 Directional Precision™ jets

Water Feature

Yes

Control System

IQ 2020™ 230V/20A, 50 Hz

Heater

No-Fault™ 2000 Watt

Jet Pump 1

Wavemaster™ 9200; Two-speed,
2.5 HP Continuous Duty, 5.2 HP Breakdown Torque

Jet Pump 2

Wavemaster 9000; One-speed,
2.5 HP Continuous Duty, 5.2 HP Breakdown Torque

Effective Filtration Area

6 m2

Vinyl Cover

9 cm to 6.5 cm tapered, 32 kg/m3 density foam core
Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

Cover Lifters (Optional)

CoverCradle™, CoverCradle II, Lift ‘n Glide™,
UpRite™

Steps (Optional)

Everwood™ or Polymer
Coastal Grey, Teak or Espresso

Entertainment Systems
(Optional)

Wireless TV
Wireless Bluetooth® Sound System

Water Care System

FROG™ In-Line Cartridge Ready

Ozone System (Optional)

FreshWater® III Corona Discharge

* Includes water and 6 adults weighing 80 kg each

Spa Shell Colours

Pearl

Sterling
Marble

Desert

Cabinet Colours

Tuscan
Sun

Coastal
Grey

Espresso

Teak
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Relay™
Seating Capacity

6 adults

Dimensions

213 x 213 x 93.5 cm

Water Capacity

1,300 litres

Weight

380 kg dry; 2,160 kg filled*

Spa Shell

Acrylic

Lighting

10 multi-colour LED points of light, dimmable

Jets - 35
all with stainless steel trim

5 Directional Hydromassage jets
3 Rotary Hydromassage jets
27 Directional Precision™ jets

Water Feature

Yes

Control System

IQ 2020™ 230V/16A, 50 Hz

Heater

No-Fault™ 2000 Watt

Jet Pump 1

Wavemaster™ 8200; Two-speed,
2.0 HP Continuous Duty, 4.0 HP Breakdown Torque

Jet Pump 2

Wavemaster 8000; One-speed,
2.0 HP Continuous Duty, 4.0 HP Breakdown Torque

Effective Filtration Area

6 m2

Vinyl Cover

9 cm to 6.5 cm tapered, 32 kg/m3 density foam core
Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

Cover Lifters (Optional)

CoverCradle™, CoverCradle II, Lift ‘n Glide™,
UpRite™

Steps (Optional)

Everwood™ or Polymer
Coastal Grey, Teak or Espresso

Entertainment Systems
(Optional)

Wireless TV
Wireless Bluetooth® Sound System

Water Care System

FROG™ In-Line Cartridge Ready

Ozone System (Optional)

FreshWater® III Corona Discharge

* Includes water and 6 adults weighing 80 kg each
Spa Shell Colours

Pearl
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Sterling
Marble

Desert

Cabinet Colours

Tuscan
Sun

Coastal
Grey

Espresso

Teak

Propel™
Seating Capacity

5 adults

Dimensions

208 x 208 x 84 cm

Water Capacity

1,175 litres

Weight

330 kg dry; 1,905 kg filled*

Spa Shell

Acrylic

Lighting

10 multi-colour LED points of light, dimmable

Jets - 23
all with stainless steel trim

4 Directional Hydromassage jets
2 Rotary Hydromassage jets
17 Directional Precision™ jets

Water Feature

Yes

Control System

IQ 2020™ 230V/16A, 50 Hz

Heater

No-Fault™ 2000 Watt

Jet Pump 1

Wavemaster™ 9200; Two-speed,
2.5 HP Continuous Duty, 5.2 HP Breakdown Torque

Effective Filtration Area

2.8 m2

Vinyl Cover

9 cm to 6.5 cm tapered, 24 kg/m3 density foam core
Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

Cover Lifters (Optional)

CoverCradle™, CoverCradle II, Lift ‘n Glide™,
UpRite™

Steps (Optional)

Everwood™ or Polymer
Coastal Grey, Teak or Espresso

Entertainment Systems
(Optional)

Wireless TV
Wireless Bluetooth® Sound System

Water Care System

FROG™ In-Line Cartridge Ready

Ozone System (Optional)

FreshWater® III Corona Discharge

* Includes water and 5 adults weighing 80 kg each

Spa Shell Colours

Pearl

Sterling
Marble

Desert

Cabinet Colours

Tuscan
Sun

Coastal
Grey

Espresso

Teak
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Stride™
Seating Capacity

3 adults

Dimensions

213 x 165 x 76 cm

Water Capacity

825 litres

Weight

290 kg dry; 1,355 kg filled*

Spa Shell

Acrylic

Lighting

6 multi-colour LED points of light, dimmable

Jets - 18
all with stainless steel trim

3 Directional Hydromassage jets
1 Rotary Hydromassage jet
14 Directional Precision™ jets

Control System

IQ 2020™ 230V/16A, 50 Hz

Heater

No-Fault™ 2000 Watt

Jet Pump

Wavemaster™ 8200; Two-speed,
2.0 HP Continuous Duty, 4.0 HP Breakdown Torque

Effective Filtration Area

2.8 m2

Vinyl Cover

9 cm to 6.5 cm tapered, 24 kg/m3 density foam core
Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

Cover Lifters (Optional)

CoverCradle™, CoverCradle II, Lift ‘n Glide™,
UpRite™

Steps (Optional)

Everwood™ or Polymer
Coastal Grey, Teak or Espresso

Water Care System

FROG™ In-Line Cartridge Ready

Ozone System (Optional)

FreshWater® III Corona Discharge

* Includes water and 3 adults weighing 80 kg each

Spa Shell Colours

Pearl
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Sterling
Marble

Desert

Cabinet Colours

Tuscan
Sun

Coastal
Grey

Espresso

Teak

SX
Seating Capacity

3 adults

Dimensions

183 x 183 x 84 cm

Water Capacity

1,075 litres

Weight

325 kg dry; 1,640 kg filled*

Spa Shell

Acrylic

Lighting

Blue LED light, dimmable

Lighting (Optional)

Splendors™ multi-coloured LED light, dimmable

Jets - 17

1 Moto-Massage™ jet
16 Directional Precision™ jets

Control System

IQ 2020™ 230V/16A, 50 Hz

Heater

No-Fault™ 2000 Watt

Jet Pump

Wavemaster™ 9200; Two-speed,
2.5 HP Continuous Duty, 5.2 HP Breakdown Torque

Effective Filtration Area

2.8 m2

Vinyl Cover

8 cm to 5 cm tapered, 16 kg/m3 density foam core
Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

Cover Lifters (Optional)

CoverCradle™, CoverCradle II, Lift ‘n Glide™

Steps (Optional)

Everwood™ or Polymer
Coastal Grey, Teak or Espresso

Circulation Pump
(Optional)

SilentFlo™ 5000

Water Care System

FROG™ In-Line Cartridge Ready

Ozone System (Optional)

FreshWater® III Corona Discharge

* Includes water and 3 adults weighing 80 kg each

Spa Shell Colours

Pearl

Desert

Cabinet Colours

Coastal
Grey

Espresso

Teak
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TX

*

Seating Capacity

2 adults

Dimensions

174 x 174 x 74 cm

Water Capacity

525 litres

Weight

240 kg dry; 925 kg filled*

Spa Shell

Acrylic

Lighting

Blue LED light, dimmable

Lighting (Optional)

Splendors™ multi-coloured LED light, dimmable

Jets - 10

1 Moto-Massage™ jet
1 Rotary Hydromassage jet
8 Directional Precision™ jets

Control System

IQ 2020™ 230V/16A, 50 Hz

Heater

No-Fault™ 2000 Watt

Jet Pump

Wavemaster™ 8200; Two-speed,
2.0 HP Continuous Duty, 4.0 HP Breakdown Torque

Effective Filtration Area

2.8 m2

Vinyl Cover

8 cm to 5 cm tapered, 16 kg/m3 density foam core
Ash, Caramel or Chestnut

Steps (Optional)

Everwood™ or Polymer
Coastal Grey, Teak or Espresso

Circulation Pump (Optional)

SilentFlo™ 5000

Water Care System

FROG™ In-Line Cartridge Ready

Ozone System (Optional)

FreshWater® III Corona Discharge

Includes water and 2 adults weighing 80 kg each

Spa Shell Colours

Pearl
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Desert

Cabinet Colours

Coastal
Grey

Espresso

Teak

Seating Capacity (adults)
Dimensions (cm)
Water Capacity (l)
Weight Dry (kg)
Weight Filled* (kg)

Everwood™ Choices

Tempo™

Relay™

Propel™

Stride™

SX

TX

6
226ˣ226ˣ99
1,575
415
2,470

6
213ˣ213ˣ93.5
1,300
380
2,160

5
208ˣ208ˣ84
1,175
330
1,905

3
213ˣ165ˣ76
825
290
1,355

3
183ˣ183ˣ84
1,075
325
1,640

2
174ˣ174ˣ74
525
240
925
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Coastal Grey (G); Espresso (E); Teak (T)
G E T
G E T

Spa Shell Colours
White Pearl
Sterling Marble
Desert
Tuscan Sun

Jets (Total)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

45

35
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18

6
4
35

5
3
27

4
2
17

3
1
14

•
•

•
•

•
•

10

10

10

Moto-Massage™ jet
Directional Hydromassage jets
Rotary Hydromassage jets
Directional Precision™ jets

17
1

10
1

16

1
8

•
•

•
•

Entertainment Options (Optional)
Wireless TV
Wireless Bluetooth® Sound System

Tranquility Mode
Multi-colour LED points of light
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Blue LED light
Splendors™ multi-coloured LED light (Optional)
Water Feature

•

•

•

Two-speed+
One-speed

Two-speed+
One-speed

Two-speed

Two-speed

Two-speed

Two-speed

2.5+2.5
5.2+5.2

2.0+2.0
4.0+4.0

2.5
5.2

2.0
4.0

2.5
5.2

2.0
4.0

6

6

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

20 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

Jet Pump
WaveMaster™
HP continuous duty
HP breakdown torque

Filtration
Filtration Area, Top Loading (m2)

Electrical
230V - 50 Hz

* Includes water and adults weighing 80 kg each
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© 2019 Watkins Wellness 1280 Park Center Drive, Vista, CA 92081. All rights reserved. Specifications, colours, and surface materials
subject to change without notice. Not all features are available on all products. Printed in EU. Hot Spot, Hot Spring, Tempo, Relay,
Propel, Stride, Clean Screen, CoverCradle, EverFresh, Everwood, FiberCor, FreshWater, FreshWaterAg+, IQ 2020, Lift ‘n Glide, MotoMassage, Necessories, No-Fault, Precision, SilentFlo, Splendors, UpRite, Vanishing Act, and Wavemaster are trademarks of Watkins
Manufacturing Corporation. FROG is a registered trademark of King Technologies. Forest Stewardship Council, FSC, and the FSC
logo are trademarks of Forest Stewardship Council, A.C. and are not affiliated with Watkins. iPod & iPhone are registered trademarks
of Apple, Inc. and is not affiliated with Watkins. All 230v models must be installed by a licensed electrician in accordance with
local codes. US Patent 6080973, 6195811, 6324707, 6381766, 6859952, 7219690, 7254847, 7698754, 6381766B1, D431297,
D496107, D643538, D755401; and other patents pending. Model ratings based on product reviews submitted on HotSpring.com as
of December 2014. For current ratings and review values visit HotSpring.com.
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